Jeremy Graston

Works

Graston Roofing Co. Inc. & Sheet Metal Works - a 2nd generation family owned business.

Custom Chimney Caps / Roof Vents / Roof, Wall, Window Balcony Flashings / Eavesdrip / Cupola Design & Fab

Family owned and operated since 1972, Graston Roofing Co. has maintained a reputation and trade status as
a small collection of true craftsmen and thought leaders within the industry. Its niche is a consistent ability to
innovate when confronted with unique architectural logistics and challenges. All of my core knowledge in tooling,
fabrication, materials, and ability to recognize and provide quality workmanship all started here at the ever capable age of 12 years old.
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Commissioned Work / Reclaimed Materials Desktop

Reclaimed vintage mahogany & oak semi-truck flooring re-purposed as a
desk top for my clients standing desk frame. Each floor plank was milled flat
on one side and left natural on the other. Checks, artifacts, etc. were all left
for aesthetic. I added the custom fit steel banding with a bit of faux patina
to trim out the final look.
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Hart Wood Inc. / Custom Hardwood & Sustainable Bamboo Pilates Equipment
Custom Pilates equipment using hardwoods oak, maple, walnut, and occasionally mahogany. Bamboo is now a
part of their materials lineup as well. As a shop lead I spent a fair amount of time supporting the other production
teams: finishing, machining, hardware and assembly, upholstery, and packing/shipping. A most enjoyable experience at Hart Wood Inc. Incidentally Hart Wood, founded and still run by Vic Hart, eventually became Root Manufacturing, and from that became the official production shop for Peak Pilates.
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Commissioned Work1 / Enclosed Chabudai

Fusion 360 Model

Cold Steam Forms

As a coffee table or perhaps an enclosed Chabudai, this piece of unique furniture came up as a commissioned
request from a client who needed a fairly large surface with a low profile that was visually minimal and exotic.
Function needed to be just as important as the form, meaning the piece would be supporting weight from the
surface as well as the interior. Mango was chosen for its raw exotic look and its ability to take on a steamed
induced profile. The lid is made of a bamboo veneer substrate known for its durability.
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Still in production
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Bordo Bello Charity Show / Skateboard Deck Art

Several designs including the abstract stencil created in Adobe
Illustrator. UV printing the graphics straight to the deck didn’t
seem fair in principle. So the rest of the work was all done by
hand minus the stencil print job which was then light-boxed
and traced to clear nylon laminate. Sanded and sealed raw
wood deck before stencil application. Once the stencil laminate
was applied, the relief was very carefully trimmed out with a
diy blunt point x-acto knife. Color coating was a translucent
lacquer:poly (3:1) mix. Allowed for the figure to come through
the finish. Finally, the rising sun and skater ollie silhouette were
added by hand. Lots of good creative takeaways from start to
finish on this project.

